Bacterial morphology: why have different shapes?
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The fact that bacteria have different shapes is not surprising; after all, we teach the concept early and often and use it in identification and classification. However, why bacteria should have a particular shape is a question that receives much less attention. The answer is that morphology is just another way microorganisms cope with their environment, another tool for gaining a competitive advantage. Recent work has established that bacterial morphology has an evolutionary history and has highlighted the survival value of different shapes for accessing nutrients, moving from one place to another, and escaping predators. Shape may be so important in some of these endeavors that an organism may change its morphology to fit the circumstances. In short, if a bacterium needs to eat, divide or survive, or if it needs to attach, move or differentiate, then it can benefit from adopting an appropriate shape.

Introduction
The discussion of bacterial morphology has been dominated by questions about how a cell manages to create a rod shape, which, of course, is but one example of the more general question of how a cell constructs any shape. The expectation is that by answering this (deceptively) simple question we may acquire knowledge that will point us to a universal mechanism of shape control. This emphasis is understandable because we are both more familiar with and more comfortable with answering how-type questions. And, indeed, this approach has produced exciting new information, highlighted by other articles in this issue.

What has not been as well explored is why bacteria find it advantageous to exhibit such a prodigious number of different shapes; and so the purpose of this article is to examine some of the reasons that lie behind this variety. I will highlight a few research areas that bear on why bacteria have certain morphologies, but only in a brief and qualitative way. More depth, more examples, and a bit more quantitative treatment can be found in a recent review and the references therein [1†]. Portions of this topic have also been discussed by Beveridge [2], Dusenbery [3†], Koch [4], and Mitchell [5†].

Shape has selective value
The first issue to get settled is that the shape of a bacterium has biological relevance. One argument favoring this assertion is that even though bacteria have a wide variety of shapes, any one genus typically exhibits a limited subset of morphologies, hinting that, with a universe of shapes to choose from, individual bacteria adopt only those that are adaptive. Another clue is that some bacteria can modify their morphology in response to environmental cues or during the course of pathogenesis (e.g. reference [6†]), suggesting that shape is important enough to merit regulation.

Two evolutionary arguments also support the utility of bacterial shape. Firstly, shape has a vector through evolutionary time—rod-like organisms having arisen first and coccoid forms being derivatives at the ends of evolutionary lines [7–11]. Progressive development of a trait implies that selective forces are operating. Secondly, prokaryotes with different genealogies may converge morphologically, indicating that a similar shape may confer advantages in certain environments. So, for example, although they have a non-peptidoglycan-based cell wall, the Archaea exhibit a range of morphological forms similar to that of the bacteria [12]. The simplest conclusion is that morphological adaptation serves an important biological function.

How, then, might morphology contribute to natural selection? Simply put, bacteria with different shapes present different physical features to the outside world, and these features help cells cope with and adapt to external conditions. Even a 0.01% increase in the growth rate of E. coli can impart a fitness advantage of ~10% compared to its unaltered competitors [5†], so improvements need not be dramatic to be useful. Consistent with these expectations, shape contributes a measure of survival value in the face of three ‘Primary’ selective pressures: (1) nutrient acquisition, (2) cell division, and (3) predators; and in optimizing five ‘Secondary’ mechanisms: (4) attachment to surfaces, (5) passive dispersal, (6) active motility, and (7) internal or (8) external differentiation [1†] (Table 1). The first three are Primary in that they represent fundamental conditions that determine whether cells live or die because cells must grow and multiply and resist being killed. The last five are Secondary in that they represent a suite of
morphologically associated mechanisms that bacteria use to deal with the Primary forces. Some of the ways these selective forces may affect bacterial morphology are summarized in Table 1. Here, I will discuss only three to give a flavor of how selective pressures impact cell shape.

### Nutrient uptake
A perennial question is why prokaryotic cells are so small, and the typical answer is that they require a large surface-to-volume ratio to support their internal biochemistry. However, Koch estimated how large a cell could be if, like the enormous symbiotic bacterium *Epulopiscium fishelsoni* [13], it only divided once per day and depended solely on diffusion in a nutrient-rich environment [4]. His answer was that a bacterium could be over 800 μm in diameter! This implies that limitations on the sizes of more typical prokaryotes are not due to the ability to take up nutrients *per se* but arise from the competition for nutrients, a competition won chiefly by smaller, faster growing cells. The lesson is that although diffusion-limited nutrient access might affect cell size, it does not by itself explain why bacteria are mostly small.

Nonetheless, diffusion considerations do explain how bacteria can increase their nutrient harvesting efficiency by altering their gross morphology. *Caulobacter crescentus* is a curved cell of *E. coli*-like dimensions that produces a thin, elongated stalk (prostheca) that extends from one pole and affixes the organism to solid surfaces in its aqueous environment [14]. The length of the stalk appears to be regulated by the availability of nutrients because phosphate-poor conditions induce longer stalks in this and similar bacteria [14–16]. Recently, Wagner *et al.* produced strong support for the idea that this simple change in cell shape is a physically useful response [17**]. They confirmed the existence of stalk-mediated phosphate uptake and demonstrated mathematically that cells import more phosphate by extruding a long, thin stalk than they would if they were merely filamented [17**]. This is solid experimental evidence that cell shape, in and of itself, affects nutrient acquisition and argues that other nutritional situations may create conditions that favor one bacterial shape over another.

### Motility
The correlation between bacterial shape and motility is, by far, the most well-examined morphological relationship. Theoretically, all forms of motility place strong physical and energetic demands on cell shape [5**]. Most impressively, a change in cell diameter of only 0.2 μm can change the energy required for chemotaxis by a factor of $10^3$ [5**]. Energy usage, Brownian forces, and requirements for following chemical gradients force highly motile bacteria into a narrow range of optimal sizes and rod shapes [5**,18]. These theoretical considerations are supported by the behavior of filamentous *E. coli* cells that, though motile and chemotactic, move slowly and cannot tumble to change direction [19]. Different morphological constraints affect cells that move as a group rather than as individuals. Such ‘swarm cells’ are longer than are optimal for single cells because the group aligns itself by extensive side-by-side cell-to-cell contacts [20,21*]. Of special note is that certain *Proteus mirabilis* mutants become non-motile because they produce highly curved swarmer cells that cannot align properly because of the change in shape [22].

Motility has other interesting effects on cell shape, some of them arising from the fact that bacteria swim differently near solid surfaces or through viscous fluids. For example, the curved cells of *Vibrio alginolyticus* swim forward in a straight line but move in circles when swimming backwards near a flat surface [23,24]. This behavior occurs in a 50–60 μm zone near a surface, while beyond this layer the cells swim in straight lines in either direction [23,24]. In this way, marine microorganisms may increase the time they remain in contact with nutrient-rich surfaces in an otherwise nutrient-poor environment [23]. The phenomenon may be general because, surprisingly, non-tumbling *E. coli* mutants swim on the right-hand side of thin channel and in clockwise circles when close to a planar surface [25**]. The theoretical impact of this ‘near-surface motility’ on cell shape has not been explored in depth, but at least one aspect of bacterial morphology, cell length, changes the dimensions of these circular motions, which may, in turn, affect cell foraging behavior [26*]. Finally, cells with spiral morphologies appear to move through viscous fluids.
much more efficiently than do rod-shaped cells with no curvature [27–29], a phenomenon probably dictated by the physical restraints of thin fluid channels in such solutions [30,31].

In short, motility imposes a heavy selective pressure on cell shape. Fast cells are better off as rods with a certain length-to-width ratio, chemotactic cells must adopt shape ratios in line with their environments, and cells that forage near surfaces or navigate viscous environments may do best if they are slightly curved or spiral.

**Predation**

One of the least widely appreciated evolutionary pressures operating on bacteria is predation by protozoa, also known as protistan grazing or bacterivory. This lack of awareness is surprising since predation is one of the most obvious selective forces affecting larger (i.e. not microbial) organisms. Several reviews have endeavored to rectify this blind spot [32,33,34,35,36]. Whereas nutrient access and division are ‘bottom-up’ pressures that influence cells via fundamental reproductive requirements, protistan grazing is a ‘top-down’ selection where external organisms supply the evolutionary pressure [37]. Bacteria respond to predation by developing means of escape, thereby initiating a familiar arms race between predator and prey that contributes to bacterial diversity [37]. Figure 1 illustrates how cell shape plays a role in three basic defensive strategies: (1) escaping capture, by being too small or too fast; (2) resisting ingestion, by becoming too large or too long; and (3) making themselves inaccessible, by growing in aggregates or biofilms. All of these are affected, directly or indirectly, by one or more aspects of bacterial morphology.

Where once there was only speculation, there now exists a large amount of experimental evidence that grazing selects for cells that can alter their size or shape. Protistan feeding pushes bacteria to become very small or very large [36,38,39], to move faster [40], to filament [39,41,42], to produce prosthecae [43], to grow as microcolonies [44,45], to become longer or curved, filamentous or chained [46], or to increase their diameter [47]. Among other intriguing morphological alterations is that of the cyanobacterium *Arthrospira*, which grows as helical trichomes. A ciliate feeding on this organism rotates on its long axis to ingest up to six full coils [48] (A Belay, pers. commun.). However, *Arthrospira* can change its helical handedness from right hand to left hand or by altering the pitch of its spirals, either of which reduces predation [48] (A Belay). In short, in their struggle against being eaten, bacteria have adopted morphological defenses that may have produced the wealth of shapes we now observe.

**Complexities**

Environmental forces act in concert and elicit complex combinations of responses. This makes biological prediction a chancy effort at best, and it is particularly risky with regard to cell shape because the presence of multiple selective forces may drive morphological change in unexpected directions. For example, Figure 2 illustrates how bacteria might employ one type of shape change to respond to two simultaneous selective pressures. For a rod-shaped cell without prosthecae (dark blue), becoming small and coccoid conserves energy during nutritional scarcity and prevents capture by predators. For a *Caulobacter*-like cell (light blue), the stalk helps harvest nutrients during scarcity and prevents ingestion when predators are numerous. In this case the cells alter their shapes in one or two generations, but other organisms or conditions might require acclimatization over evolutionary time. It is easy to see that adding more selective pressures and considering additional morphological responses would produce a wide variety of shape optima for coping with different conditions.

Although a few basic trends stand out (e.g. that motile cells are usually rods), we know exceedingly few morpho-
Figure 2

Example of simple shape adaptations triggered by selective pressures. The upper two rows of ‘slider bars’ represent (1) the quantity of available nutrients (from Low to High) and (2) the numbers of nearby predators (from Low to High). As these two environmental conditions change, bacteria may respond with morphological adaptations, two of which are illustrated beneath the sliders. As described in the text, one cell (dark blue) elongates or becomes smaller, while the other (light blue) modifies the length of its prostheca. Intermediate conditions may evoke intermediate responses.

Summary
Shape is not everything. The point, though, is that morphology is a significant selectable trait and that it can be approached experimentally like any other subject. As we understand more about the mechanisms that regulate cell shape we may soon be able to manipulate bacterial morphology with enough confidence to ask how morphological changes affect survival in different conditions. And as evidence accumulates for the utility of cell shape, we can hope that investigators will be motivated to ask these types of questions more directly.
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